editor’s letter

Welcome!
“But by the grace of God I am what I am, and His grace toward me was not in vain . . .”
(I Corinthians 15:10).
How great it is to know that our labor for the kingdom is God working through us, accomplishing His purposes on the earth. He is working mightily through the people of Faith
Ministries International Network and this issue of Faith Network News will give you a
little glimpse of that.
Be encouraged and delighted as you read this online magazine and see photos of people
at recent FMIN events such as Youth Camp USA, the Navajo Nation Camp Meeting, the
Amazing Grace Gathering in California, the Women’s Gathering in Colorado, etc. Denise
Capra writes about the recent leadership conferences in Brazil.
See if you can find someone you know in the photos. We know you’ve made divine connections through FMIN—that’s what we’re all about!
Then, enjoy the teaching article by Jim Richards, with an excerpt on “Inspiration” from his
most recent book, “Wired for Success, Programmed for Failure.” Pam Kilpatrick writes an
insightful expose on the skewed doctrine of “Universal Reconciliation.” Claudia Porter’s
beautiful prose, “What is Your Church?”, will challenge your thinking. Other authors of
excellent articles are Tex Cox, Greg Nichols and Ellene Meece.
You’ll want to join us at our upcoming events in England, Chicago, Illinois, Colorado and
Brazil. Check out the ads inside. Also, mark your calendars for World Conference 2012,
June 18-21 in Denver, Colorado!
Everything we do in FMIN is because of God’s great grace flowing through us, His people.
We are depending on the Spirit of grace, which gives life, and we continue on.

Bonnie Duell
EDITOR IN CHIEF

by Denise Capra
Dennis, Robert Hall and I just recently returned from what has now become an annual
trip to Brazil! How can we NOT go to Brazil
again and again? What a wonderful, passionate, hungry and beautiful people. What
hospitality and great food we enjoyed.
Our good friend, Ton Sampaio, FMIN Director for South America, has hosted us in different cities for the past six years. Openness
and love were our reception. We traveled first
to Salvador. Ton has rallied the local ministry
leaders to participate in a well-orchestrated
outreach to distribute a “Jesus movie” to the
entire city.
We shared the Good News and demonstrated with signs following the preaching
of the Word. We distributed 250 copies of
our newly translated book, “How to Break
Free From the Performance Trap.” Even the
mayor of the city was in attendance! We had
a quick bond of friendship with our translators Mirela and Tolga.
Robert Hall from Kansas City, a long time
Salvation Army Chaplain, ministered to individuals all along the way! He knew everyone
by name in short order, and he communicated well, even through the language barrier.
We are confident of lasting eternal results in
all four cities visited over the course of the
two-week trip. The people are amazingly
open to receive miracles! We know of sight
restored, ears opened, knees healed, back

pain released, kidney operation cancelled and
babies to be born even from last year’s ministry time! Thanks to God!
Around 50 people in these different cities
came to know Jesus and literally hundreds
were baptized in the Holy Spirit, including
a city mayor.
We love the pastors Ari and Marilia from
Eunapolis and John Portela from Porto Seguro.
We loved being with Josimario and Ana Clara
from Senhor do Bonfim. We were overwhelmed with their dedication and love for
Jesus and the church. We learned from them.
God intertwined our destinies.
God is doing great things getting the simplicity
of grace and our covenant of peace revealed.
The word is spreading! We taught daily from
Galatians that the law is not of faith. We
shared the vision and commitment of Faith
Ministries International Network to go to the
nations and share God’s great love and value
for people.

Plan to go with us next time to wonderful
Brazil in South America!
Denise Capra is a founder and pastor of Faith
Ministries World Outreach Center, Kansas City,
Missouri, along with her husband Dennis, since
1994. They serve on Faith Ministries International Network’s leadership team and travel the
world to train, instruct and encourage leaders in the
Body of Christ. Their ministry and message of God’s Word flows
with signs and wonders. www.faithministrieskc.com
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Attitude, more
than anything,
may determine
who will
experience
inspiration.

‘‘

“

by Jim Richards
Capturing Inspiration

One of the most familiar teachings of Jesus is “Seek, and ye shall find.” In the
original language it actually says seek and keep on seeking and you will find! This
is not the person who casually looks and then gives up. Neither is it the person who
pessimistically looks with no hope of an answer. This is the person who believes
there is a solution, an idea or an opportunity. These people believe they can do what
needs to be done or at least learn what needs to be done to meet the need. They
believe that their desire coupled with their persistent looking will be rewarded with
the opportunity they desire and pursue.
Inspiration is an issue of the heart; conniving and scheming are the mental imposters of inspiration. In fact, conniving will block true inspiration. The person who
finds inspiration is not the person who is searching in desperation, willing to violate

ethics and use people. Inspiration comes to people of
peace. I have heard it said that most great ideas came
to people while they were relaxed, with their feet
elevated, doing nothing and striving for nothing.
Maybe the reason so many ideas come at the last
minute is because that is when we give up. Then in a
less “pushy” mentality we are able to receive what our
heart has been trying to tell us all along.
The truth is all of us have received enough inspiration
to solve most if not all of our problems and make us
all wealthy. For the most part our issue isn’t receiving
inspiration; it is capturing and acting upon inspiration.

All of us have received enough inspiration
to solve most if not all of our problems and
make us all wealthy.
The word inspiration comes from the words in spirit.
In other words, there was a time when inspiration was
linked to God Himself, when to be inspired was to
be in the Spirit. It was Divine! It is also interesting to
note that there are nine Greek words that are all translated as sin. Sin, contrary to popular religious thinking, isn’t so much about what we do wrong as much
as it is missing what we could be, do or have. God is
always attempting to inspire us to a quality of life that
is better than anything we have ever imagined! Sin is
when we don’t grab the inspiration and enjoy the
quality of life God is offering!
One of the nine Greek words translated as sin (missing
the mark of what we could be, have or do) means “to
hear amiss.” To hear amiss could mean many things,
but as much as anything to hear amiss could be to hear
and lose what we hear before we can actualize it. Most
of us get inspiration, but we never realize what it
actually could mean in our life because we do nothing
to capture and activate it in our lives.

HOW TO KEEP OR LOSE INSPIRATION

Another great lesson in how the mind works was
given by Jesus in what most people call the parable
of the sower. In this parable a messenger spreads the
message. There are four types of environments that
symbolize people’s reactions to what they hear. The

key question in this parable is what determines who
will hear, hold on to and produce fruit—results—in
response to what they hear.
In metaphoric terms Jesus explains exactly how the
mind works. When we hear any opportunity or
inspiration, in an instant our subconscious mind runs
that inspiration through a filter called “the critical
conscience.” In the critical conscience, that inspiration
is compared to everything we have ever done, experienced and believed about ourselves. Based on our
previous life experience, we subconsciously determine
if we will accept or reject that inspiration. Some
immediately and often unconsciously reject ideas
before they ever enter the arena of conscious thought.
Others hold on to the inspiration until they run into
rejection or hardship. Then they let it go. But when the
seed goes into good ground, it takes root, grows and
bears fruit!
Most inspiration is lost before we ever face rejection
or hardship. It is lost by failing to implement the one
key factor for capturing inspiration. Remember, inspiration is not just an idea. It is an emotionally charged
idea. It is not just a thought about what could be done.
It is a thought about what I could do! It is an idea that
carries the emotional motivation to take action. It is an
idea that is experienced as real.
But most of these ideas are lost. Jesus gave us insight
into the one key for capturing inspiration. The degree
of thought and study you give to what you hear determines the degree of life that will come back to you.
Thought, study, pondering and meditation are a way to
personalize what we hear. We know that a person must
take ownership of, or in some way begin to implement
inspiration. If not, it will only remain with us for a
maximum of 12 hours.

We must take ownership of or in some
way begin to implement inspiration. If
not, it will only remain with us for a
maximum of 12 hours.
When inspiration is gone we may remember the information, but we lose the emotion. It doesn’t feel the
same. It doesn’t move us like it did when it first came

to us. In fact, we may even question ourselves,
“What did I think was so great about this?” It no
longer moves us to action. We lose the sense of ourselves doing something great with what we hear.
The very first thing that will come to steal inspiration from us is self-accusation. We talk ourselves
out of inspiration by rehearsing all the reasons we
can’t do it. Then, as we mentioned earlier, if we
make it past self-accusation we face the other distractions that Jesus mentioned in His parable. If we
don’t over-spiritualize the meaning, we can easily
see the distractions that tend to move us away from
inspiration.
The only way to capture inspiration is to think,
ponder, study and meditate on it. That’s what it
means to “be careful” about what you hear. If we
respond to inspiration by thinking about it—what it
would look like, how we could do it—and see ourselves putting it into practice, then we are personalizing it, taking ownership of it and conceptualizing
it. We are making it ours! These actions allow the
inspiration to grow in the soil of our heart and bear
the fruit of a realized dream!

The only way to capture inspiration is
to think, ponder, study and meditate
on it.
When you get an idea, immediately write it down.
As someone has said, “The most faded ink is better than the clearest memory.” Just the act of writing affects our memory. Then take a few minutes
and write every creative thought that comes to you
concerning your inspiration. Don’t stop writing until

Wired for Success
Programmed for
Failure

by James B. Richards
$14.99
www.impactministries.com

the ideas stop flowing. With the advent of PDAs I
keep my personal inspiration on my phone notepad.
That way every time I have a thought I can add to
the list of ideas. More than once I have outlined an
entire book in less than ten minutes. I have written
complete songs in 20 minutes. But I have probably lost more ideas than I ever captured. I learned
the costly way what it means to hear amiss. Now I
treasure all inspiration and treat it as the very breath
of God!
When a heart is looking for opportunity but not
pushing, when it is open to creativity but not forcing, when we get in that paradox of ready to run but
in complete rest, it is amazing what we will hear
bubble up from our heart. Inspiration will deliver
that next brilliant idea or the occasional complete
plan that seems to come from nowhere yet consumes
our every sensibility. It can bring that next great
breakthrough that dramatically changes our life, and
sometimes the entire world.
Inspiration has been the key to the greatest discoveries in our world. Great minds throughout history like
Einstein, Ford and others seemed to be masters at
capturing inspiration. The one thing they all realized
is that you have to be in a relaxed state for inspiration to come. You can’t make it happen; you can
only facilitate the environment that calls it forth.
Whether you are capable of deep meditation or you
have mastered the art of finding that neutral place of
rest, you can experience incredible inspiration.
Excerpt from “Wired for Success,
Programmed for Failure” by Jim
Richards

Everyone has all of the undeveloped potential
needed for incredible success. It was hardwired into
your DNA at creation! Despite our massive potential for success, few people will even come close to
being all they could be!
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Oh, Jesus, Lord of beauty
What’s Your idea of church?
Which hell cannot prevail against,
Your work upon the earth?

It’s not about performance
Of a few exhausted ones
It’s not a show or spectacle
Or tiring spiritual stunts.

We’re swimming upstream, panting,
Diving for the source
We’re drowning in the detours
Please set us back on course.

Where most are just spectators
Sightseers, patrons, fans
Longing to earn favor
Feeling insignificant.

Accepted and made righteous
Endowed with all you need
To share My marvelous message
And set the captives free.

“So glad that you are asking
You sense there must be more
I’m a Lion of great passion
So get ready For My roar.

Reduced to only customers
Shopping place to place
Back-of-the-head view, only
Never face to face.

Leaders serve and equip you
But each member has a part
Together, like a symphony
You all express My heart.

It’s NEVER been a building
You clock into once a week.
Temples built by human hands
Can’t fit the likes of Me.

No wonder you feel empty
Unsatisfied and dry
This aberration of My church
Religion rapes true life.

Wherever you go, I go
When you gather I am there
In a house, a park, a restaurant
You take my presence there.

I fled that form of worship
When final sacrifice was made
Calling church a building is
An insult to My grace.

True church is very simple
It’s relationship with Me
It’s relationship with others
Living in community.

Relax in Me, discover
What simplicity I’ve planned
Relationships and loving well
Living free is grand.

My church is not a “service’
An “event” you sit and watch
Entertainment, self-indulgence
Like a cruise ship or a yacht.

A family, not a factory
A lifestyle, not location
A body, not a business
A journey, not destination.

Just knowing Me will fill you
Loving follows being loved
Drop all the other trappings
Be the family I’ve dreamed of

Nor empty exhibition
Leaders preach, produce or die.
This system leads to burn out
1,000s quit each month, here’s why.

Every one of you a minister
A living body part
Graced with gifts and glory
Networked to My heart

False religion kills its victims
Let grace now set the tone
You are my favorite living room
My home-sweet-home.

It’s not about a sermon-star
Or tightest worship band
State-of-the-art equipment
(I like music, understand)

A tapestry of people
The focus of My love
Recipients, participants
Poems from above.

So remember, you can’t go to church
This myth is overblown
No, you can never go to church
You are the church now goin’.”

Claudia Porter
FMIN Partner, FNN consultant, motivational speaker and author, lives in Morrison, Colorado with her husband,
Bruce. Together they are pastors and also directors of Torch Grab Ministries, a ministry existing to reach out and
bring comfort and compassion to people in crisis. www.torchgrab.org
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Great praise, worship, miracles—all
that goes with the abundant life with
Jesus! Nights of healing and unity
with 85 born again and over 200
baptized in the Holy Spirit! Many
physical healings!
This Camp Meeting is an awesome
experience every year in Ganado,
Arizona. Sammie Begay and his
church people have hosted our team
for fourteen years and thousands of
lives have been changed!

The Good News Message is
in the Navajo Nation!
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Message Bible told the story best for me, a story of the crazy faith of Abraham and Sarah that ended with astounding
results. And so, I simply inserted my name in all the verses,
writing it in past tense story style and added the details of
the promise I felt that God had revealed to me.

Ever been around colleagues who played the “impress-togain game”? “Sucking up” to influential people to get a
promotion or to give them the illusion they have a level of
status?
Perhaps you have played that game yourself. We are all
tempted to find our security in the comfort that different
levels of status brings, searching for accolades from the
right person and then making sure that others notice and are
impressed.
However, God’s plan is to be secure in the affirmation He
gives . . . and only He can give! Finding His plan and following it can bring such deep purpose to living and bright
hope for the future that giving our energy to playing the
“impress-to-gain game” loses its lure.
It is at this point we can be free to lose ourselves in His
creativity, His wisdom, His gifts, His wealth, His status. We
can enjoy the fruits of His finished work on our behalf. We
can be ourselves and who we were created to be and fulfill
our destiny - not by what we do or don’t do, but because
God planned and destined it to be.
A few years ago, while struggling with the impossibility of
the “God Plan” that was in my heart and wanting to make
sure it happened just the way I envisioned it should, I finally let go of my self-made attempts to bring it to pass and
began convincing my heart to simply believe the promise. I
chose to do this by writing my name in one of the chapters
of the Bible to convince my heart. I felt Romans 4 in the

What a great story of faith and there was my name right
there! As I began reading this ‘personalized’ story over and
over, the legacy of my life began to grow inside of me. No
longer did I need to try to prove God’s promise was true, I
only needed to believe it was true for me.
Here are some excerpts that strengthen this premise from
Romans 4, with blanks for your name: “If __________
gets what God gives them by doing everything they are
told to do and filling out the right forms properly signed,
that eliminates personal trust completely and turns the
promise into an ironclad contract! That’s not a holy promise; that’s a business deal. But if there is no contract in the
first place, simply a promise - and God’s promise at that
- you can’t break it. That is why the fulfillment of God’s
promise depends entirely on trusting God and His way,
and then simply embracing Him and what He does. God’s
promise arrives as a pure gift . . . God called __________
because they dared to trust God to do what only God could
do! When everything was hopeless, __________ believed
anyway, deciding to live not on the basis of what they
saw they couldn’t do but on what God said He would do.
__________ didn’t focus on their own financial limitations
or business skills and, ‘It’s hopeless.’ __________ didn’t
tiptoe around God’s promise asking cautiously skeptical questions. ____________ plunged into the promise
and came up strong, ready for God, sure that God would
make good on what He had said. And so God’s promise to
___________ was fulfilled. Not because of what they did or
did not do, but because God planned and destined it to be.”
Do you have a destiny story that needs to be written? I
encourage you to write it out today and release all the
“impress-to-gain games,” all the human wisdom tricks, all
the self-efforts to prove you believe . . . and simply embrace
the promise. God has already planned and destined it to be.

By Ellene Meece, Director of FMIN Workplace Leaders Network
As the Director of the FMIN Workplace Leaders Network, Ellene sends out inspirational teachings to all of FMIN. She
exemplifies a WLN in that her marketplace assignments are ministry motivated. She resides in a lovely cabin-type home on
acreage outside of Meeker, Colorado, with her geologist husband, David.

by Pam Kilpatrick

“The Good News
of grace and

peace helps us

come to the

realization of the
brokenness of
mankind—

the broken

relationship that
man had with
God.”

G

od gave us humans a free will, the right to make our own choices. We get
to choose our life path and our eternal destination. The devastation we see in
this life on earth came as a result of the choice of Adam and Eve. Whatever we
experience after this life, our destination will ultimately be a result of our own
choice. God will let us have what we choose, even if it is a life without knowing Him.
The Good News of grace and peace helps us come to the realization of the
brokenness of mankind—the broken relationship that man had with God—and
to see God’s remarkable plan: to give us the incredible mercy that He expressed
through the work of Jesus on the Cross and the option to believe in Christ. But
the choice is ours.
Universal Reconciliation is a theological thought that basically says all human
beings, all fallen creatures, will ultimately be restored to right relationship with
God because of God’s love and mercy. It is known by many terms such as Universal Inclusion, Gospel of Inclusion, Universalism, Christian Universalism,
Universal Salvation, Wider Hope, Liberal Evangelicalism, etc. The main reason
for this line of thought is to reconcile an afterlife without the existence of a hell
and/or eternal torment.

This is not a new trend, or some new form of gracethought, although today’s secular and Christian media
might try to make you think that. The answer to this
thought line is a proper perspective of God, the Cross,
and the message of Jesus Christ.

nalize that if God were good, or if they themselves
were God, they would never do such a thing! In that
process, they create a “god” who is in their image; a
god that fits their standards or understanding. Sadly,
isn’t that exactly what satan provoked Eve to do?

Today’s mainline American Universalism came from a
religious movement that began in England and moved to
America in the late 1700s. But Universalists will argue
that the idea of some sort of universalistic thought goes
as far back as some of the early church fathers, such as
Clement of Alexandria, Origen, and Gregory of Nyssa.
Some say Origen, a third century theologian, taught that
all created intelligent beings would be restored to God
at the end of time. His considerations and writings were
based upon the use of the Greek word, apocatastasis,
which means restitution or restoration to the original
condition.

The Cross is the revelation, the
reference point, and the definer
of God and His motives.

This actual Greek word appears one time in Scripture
when Peter said in Acts 3:20b - 21 (NTL) , , , and He
will again send you Jesus, your appointed Messiah. For
He must remain in heaven until the time for the final restoration of all things, as God promised long ago through
His holy prophets. Universalists include all people into
their interpretation of this scripture and surmise that all
men will be saved or restored independent of a personal
decision. We have to beware of taking a single scripture
and creating a doctrine or using it as proof of our thought
line.
I would add this scripture to the one from Acts: Colossians 1: 20 -23 (God’s Word Translation; Paul writing to
the believers in Corinth), God was pleased to bring everything on earth and in heaven back to himself through
Christ. He did this by making peace through Christ’s
blood sacrificed on the Cross. Once you were separated
from God. The evil things you did showed your hostile
attitude. But now Christ has brought you back to God by
dying in His physical body. He did this so that you could
come into God’s presence without sin, fault, or blame.
This is on the condition that you continue in faith without
being moved from the solid foundation of the hope that
the God News contains.
What strikes me about the process that takes some people to the position of Universalism is that it begins with
a “question” and leads the person to logically “judge”
God and His nature based on his or her own reasoning
and standards. It starts with questioning God’s character.
The person will consider a subject like hell and ratio-

It is quite vain to think we can fit God into the limits
of our own reasoning. To think a human can be the
judge of what a merciful God would do or should do,
is the essence of pride. We must come to understand
God and His attributes based upon the Scriptures and
the personal relationship we cultivate with His indwelling Holy Spirit through the acceptance of Jesus
Christ and His work upon the Cross. The Cross is the
revelation, the reference point, and the definer of God
and His motives.
Personal experience with Christ shows us so much
about the nature of God and His character. But if
we have the wrong Message or a faulty view of the
Gospel, a tendency to mix the Old Covenant into
the New Covenant, if we do not understand grace,
we will redefine God or salvation based upon those
wrong assumptions. A proper perspective or vantage
point does make a difference.
Hell is a place that we have not experienced. As
believers we will never experience it. I am so glad
about that! For the most part, mainline Christianity has wrongly given the impression that hell is a
punishment imposed by an angry God on unrepentant man. They have not understood the work of the
Cross. And many have reacted to that faulty view.
Jesus said in Matthew 25: 32, 41, All nations will be
gathered before Him, and He will separate them from
one another, as a shepherd divides his sheep from the
goats. Verse 41, Depart from Me, you cursed, into
everlasting fire prepared for the devil and angels.”
This is Jesus speaking about an event that has yet to
occur. This scripture reveals is that hell was not made
for man. A man will go to the destination of hell, and
be separated from God eternally, due to his own freewill choice to not receive the Good Shepherd, Jesus
Christ.

The faulty thinking that God enjoys punishing men is not
consistent with the Father that Jesus came to reveal to us.
The love of God sent Jesus to the Cross to be our sacrifice.
(John 3:16) When the reality of the work of the Cross is
not clear to us, when it is not fully understood or experienced, we are open to confusion and deception.
Besides Universalism, there are other variations. These
types of reasonings have created lines of theological
thought such as “annihilationism” which reasons that
rather than inflict eternal suffering on the lost, God must
annihilate lost men so that they are utterly destroyed.
Others reason that everyone is already saved, although
they may not realize it. They consider a personal decision
to receive Christ as irrelevant. Others construe there will
be an opportunity to receive Christ after this life on earth
from the phrase in Scripture “the ages to come.” They
reason that a truly merciful God will abandon no person
until they make the right decision and in doing this, God
will ultimately “restore all things.” This relieves man of
the responsibility of his earthly decision to receive Christ.
There is no biblical basis for this line of reasoning, and
many scriptures prove otherwise.
A new book along this last thought-line is Love Wins: A
Book About Heaven, Hell, and the Fate of Every Person
Who Ever Lived by Rob Bell, a pastor from Michigan. His
views have been touted in USA Today as having “stuck a
pitchfork in how Christians talk about damnation.” Time
magazine put him on the cover and included an article,
“Pastor Rob Bell: What if Hell Doesn’t Exist?” Even
Christianity Today, a popular Christian magazine, has
taken note of this trend. This is not a new subject, nor a
new form of grace, nor a new revelation.
An interesting quote by Bell proves my point about defining things by one’s own opinions: “Whatever objections a
person may have to it (the UR view), and there are many,
one has to admit that it is fitting, proper and Christian to
long for it.” Of course Christians certainly want all men
to come to Christ! But Bell makes a generalization that all
Christians must “properly” want or long for everyone to
be saved without any act of receiving Christ. In the book,
Bell promotes the thought-line of Universalism but at the
same time he denies he is a Universalist.

This is the same old device of satan that leads men
to question God’s actions and motives. He wants
us to fashion God into the god we want! This is
not really different than creating an idol of wood,
clay or stone to worship as our own. Satan wants
the deception promoted that it does not matter if
men refuse Jesus and the work of the Cross in this
life. He wants them to believe there will always be
another Way, another option in the afterlife. There
just isn’t biblical support for this.
Eternal destiny is at stake. We know that God’s
incredible love sent Jesus who won in the ultimate
victory on the Cross. Now we are commissioned to
take this Good News of Christ to the world so men
can choose Christ, or not. Jesus dealt with man’s
greatest problem—the sin issue. Now the choice is
ours.
John 3:14b-19 (Amplified Bible), edited for clarity and brevity: So it was necessary for the Son of
Man to be lifted up (on the Cross), in order that
everyone who believes in Him (who cleaves to Him,
trusts Him, and relies on Him) may not perish,
but have eternal life and live forever! For God so
greatly loved and dearly prized the world that He
gave up His only begotten (unique) Son, so that
whoever believes in Him shall not perish (come
to destruction, be lost) but have eternal life. For
God did not send the Son into the world in order to
judge (to reject, to condemn, to pass sentence on)
the world, but that the world might find salvation
and be made safe and sound through Him. He who
believes in Him is not judged (he who trusts in Him
never comes up for judgment; for him there is no
rejection, no condemnation; he incurs no damnation); but he who does not believe is judged already
(he has already been convicted and has already received his sentence) because he has not believed in
and trusted in the Name of the only begotten Son of
God. (He is condemned for refusing to let his trust
rest in Christ’s name.) The (basis of the) judgment
(indictment, the test by which men are judged, the
ground for the sentence) lies in this: The Light has
come into the world, and people have loved the
darkness rather than and more than the Light.

Pam Kilpatrick:
Pam, along with her husband Jim, lives in Castle Rock, Colorado where they operate Generations Ministries.
Having pastored churches, teaching in a Bible College in England and traveling teaching and preaching
together, Pam and Jim have two daughters and three grandchildren.

“ We are not
righteous
because we
do right.
We are
righteous
because of
what Jesus
did for us at
the Cross!
Period. “

To many Christians today, the Cross of Christ
is simply not enough.
Jesus going through all that He went through
on our behalf somehow seems, “too good to
be true” and is more often than not met with
our struggling attempts to somehow “do the
right things in order to become righteous.” It
is as if our hearts cry out, “The Cross is not
enough to justify me. I need to depend on MY
good works to make myself clean and righteous before God.”
The Bible says in 2 Corinthians 5:21 (NKJV),
“For He [God] made Him [Jesus Christ] who
knew no sin to be sin for us, that we might
become the righteousness of God in Him.”

Too many today read this as, “God made Jesus
who knew no sin become sin so that we could go on and do
lots of good things, good works, stay away from all the ‘bad’
sins, go to church, teach Sunday School, pray three times a
day, try to be nice to our wife and strangers . . . etc., etc. and
then we will be made right and justified in God’s eyes.”
We are not righteous because we do right. We are righteous
because of what Jesus did for us at the Cross! Period. No
add-ons, no ifs, ands or buts! Jesus makes us righteous. Some
people say, “Well, yeah, Tex, but what about The Law? Don’t
we still have to ‘follow the law’ in order to be righteous?” I
cannot say it in any stronger terms: Only the blood of Jesus
makes us free.
“So, Tex, are you saying you think we should just throw
the law away?” No, I never said that! I am all for the law!
I’m for the law for the reason God gave the law, which is to

bring us to the end of ourselves and get us to finally understand that we can’t do it!!! I am all for the law in that the law
(understood correctly) should make us fall in love with Jesus,
knowing that we will find our righteousness, holiness, and
life in Christ and Christ alone! Did you know, that although
the law is perfect, just, and good, it has no power to make
you holy? Only the blood of Jesus makes us holy.
I am convinced that when we fall in love with Jesus, when
we fall in love and understand exactly what He has done for
us (made us righteous), we will begin to live more holy accidentally than we ever did on purpose!
Christ Jesus + nothing = Righteousness! (Assuming of
course that you already understand you have to receive what
He has done for you!)
It is time for Christians to understand their right standing
with God so that we can go out and revolutionize the world!
It’s time to bring the world to Christ Jesus correctly. Most
people are trying to “scare the hell out of people” with all
the hellfire and brimstone stuff. Think about it! They have
people coming to Christ “out of fear.”
Does this sound like God? God is love! We’ve got people
“getting saved” (and I use that term lightly) in the sense of
“fire insurance.” They just don’t want to burn in hell forever!
Well, amen! I don’t either! But, why wouldn’t we want
people coming to know Jesus by the Truth? God loved the
world enough that He sent Jesus on our behalf. There is no
greater love than a man should lay down his life for another!
When we get people to see that Jesus is enough, then they
will fall in love with Him, and the world will change.
Get a revelation of how much God loves you and it will
change your life!

Tex Cox
Tex, along with wife Melesha, and children Kinslee, Hailee, Corban and Colton, pastors Abundant Life Christian Fellowship
in Knox City, Texas. Tex also ministers in less traditional ways, such as behind the wheel of a race car with WWJD stickers in
short-track racing.

One thing God is doing is recreating each
person that is born again into a being that
loves with the love of God. When you
received Christ, God’s Holy Spirit put the
seeds of His love into your heart and He also
equipped you to see it by divine revelation.
You were created into a love creature, created in His
image of divine love. Love is as easy for you as it is for a
bird or a butterfly to fly. 1 Corinthians 13, the whole love
chapter unveils what God already put in you. You simply
need to read that and accept it by faith, and it is all yours
to possess.
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When we receive Jesus Christ into our hearts, we are
changed forever into His image on the inside. Divine
Love Himself takes up residence inside of us. Our
outward man is made in God’s image, but the real man
dwells on the inside of us.
Jesus said the Pharisees’ bodies were like “whited
sepulchers” (tombs) filled with dead men’s bones. (Matthew 23:27) This was a sad indictment on the Pharisees,
but they knew nothing of God and His divine purposes
even though they claimed they had this going on in their
lives.
When we do not know Christ and are not born again,
we can never see or enter the Kingdom of God. (John 3:
3-5) Notice that in the passages here, being born again
allows you to see and to enter the Kingdom of God. It
is your golden ticket to Heaven but also your empowerment to see the Kingdom and to know what is going on
in it around you and inside of you.
When you receive Christ, everything
looks different around you. The wall of
flesh that blinds your spiritual eyes comes down, and
you can see clearly what God is doing on the earth.

Put your name in every passage. If your name is Tom,
then say, “I, Tom, bear all things, I believe all things, I
hope all things, and I endure all things, and I, Tom, never
fail, because love is in me and love never fails.”
(1 Corinthians 13:7-8b)
People whom you are having trouble loving might stretch
you, but you have the capacity to love them like Christ
does, and although you stretch, you will not break.
Rather, you will pick up new ground to hold for your
God, and your love, which flows freely out of you, will
expand His Kingdom all around you.
With His love at your command, in you, you can love
God and surrender your all to Him, you can love your
fellow man and forgive him all, even in advance, and you
can love yourself too much to sin and cause destruction
in your life.
The whole Church may not yet have seen the true love
capacity they possess. We are love beings; we are made
to love. You not only can do this, you can do it effortlessly by His Holy Spirit Who is in you!
You are loaded with
God’s character
and HIS LOVE

Greg Nichols
Greg and his wife, Debbie, pastor White Fields Ministries just outside of Sacramento, California. Their mission
statement is, “Save the lost, teach and train, support small ministries.” He is a great encourager and loves ministering
the gifts and training five-fold ministers.
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